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“You shall know a word by the company it keeps!”

I Alcazar?

I The alcazar did not become a permanent residence for the royal family
until 1905

I The alcazar was built in the tenth century

I You can also visit the alcazar while the royal family is there
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Vector space semantics

I Can a program reuse the same intuition to automatically learn word
meaning?

I By looking at data of actual language use
I and without any prior knowledge

I How can we represent word meaning in a mathematical model?

Concepts
I Distributional semantics

I Vector spaces

I Semantic spaces
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The distributional hypothesis

AKA the contextual theory of meaning

– Meaning is use. (Wittgenstein, 1953)

– You shall know a word by the company it keeps. (Firth, 1957)

– The meaning of entities, and the meaning of grammatical relations
among them, is related to the restriction of combinations of these
entities relative to other entities. (Harris, 1968)
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The distributional hypothesis (cont’d)

I The hypothesis: If two words share similar contexts, we can assume
that they have similar meanings.

I Comparing meaning reduced to comparing contexts,
– no need for prior knowledge!

I Our goal: to automatically learn word semantics based on this
hypothesis.
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Distributional semantics in practice

A distributional approach to lexical semantics:
I Given the set of words in our vocabulary |V |

I Record contexts of words across a large collection of texts (corpus).

I Each word is represented by a set of contextual features.

I Each feature records some property of the observed contexts.

I Words that are found to have similar features are expected to also have
similar meaning.
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Distributional semantics in practice - first things first

I The hypothesis: If two words share similar contexts, we can assume
that they have similar meanings.

I How do we define word?
I How do we define context?
I How do we define similar meaning?
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What is a word?

Raw: “The programmer’s programs had been programmed.”
Tokenized: the programmer ’s programs had been programmed .
Lemmatized: the programmer ’s program have be program .
W/ stop-list: programmer program program
Stemmed: program program program

I Tokenization: Splitting a text into sentences and words or other units.
I Different levels of abstraction and morphological normalization:

I What to do with case, numbers, punctuation, compounds, . . . ?
I Full-form words vs. lemmas vs. stems . . .

I Stop-list: filter out closed-class words or function words.
I The idea is that only content words provide relevant context.
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Token vs. type
. . . Tunisian or French cakes and it is marketed. The bread may be cooked such as
Kessra or Khmira or Harchaya . . .
. . . Chile, cochayuyo. Laver is used to make laver bread in Wales where it is known
as” bara lawr”; in . . .
. . . and how everyday events such as a Samurai cutting bread with his sword are
elevated to something special and . . .
. . . used to make the two main food staples of bread and beer. Flax plants, uprooted
before they started flowering . . .
. . . for milling grain and a small oven for baking the bread. Walls were painted white
and could be covered with dyed . . .
. . . of the ancients. The staple diet consisted of bread and beer, supplemented with
vegetables such as onions and garlic . . .
. . . Prayers were made to the goddess Isis. Moldy bread, honey and copper salts were
also used to prevent . . .
. . . going souling and the baking of special types of bread or cakes. In Tirol, cakes are
left for them on the table . . .
. . . under bridges, beg in the streets, and steal loaves of bread. If the path be
beautiful, let us not question where it . . .
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Token vs. type

“Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose.” Gertrude Stein
Three types and ten tokens.
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Defining ‘context’
I Let’s say we’re extracting (contextual) features for the target bread in:�



�
	I bake bread for breakfast.

Context windows
I Context ≡ neighborhood of ±n words left/right of the focus word.
I Features for ±1: {left:bake, right:for}
I Some variants: distance weighting, ngrams.

Bag-of-Words (BoW)
I Context ≡ all co-occurring words, ignoring the linear ordering.
I Features: {I, bake, for, breakfast}
I Some variants: sentence-level, document-level.
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Defining ‘context’ (cont’d)

�



�
	I bake bread for breakfast.

Grammatical context
I Context ≡ the grammatical relations to other words.
I Intuition: When words combine in a construction they often impose
semantic constraints on each other:
. . . to {drink | pour | spill} some {milk | water | wine} . . .

I Features: {dir_obj(bake), prep_for(breakfast)}
I Requires deeper linguistic analysis than simple BoW approaches.
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Different contexts → different similarities
I What do we mean by similar?

I car, road, gas, service, traffic, driver, license

I car, train, bicycle, truck, vehicle, airplane, bus

I Relatedness vs. sameness. Or domain vs. content. Or syntagmatic vs.
paradigmatic.

I Similarity in domain: {car, road, gas, service, traffic, driver, license}

I Similarity in content: {car, train, bicycle, truck, vehicle, airplane, bus}

I The type of context dictates the type of semantic similarity.

I Broader definitions of context tend to give clues for domain-based
relatedness.

I Fine-grained and linguistically informed contexts give clues for
content-based similarity.
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Representation – Vector space model

I Given the different definitions of ‘word’, ‘context’ and ‘similarity’:

I How exactly should we represent our words and context features?

I How exactly can we compare the features of different words?
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Distributional semantics in practice

A distributional approach to lexical semantics:
I Record contexts of words across a large collection of texts (corpus).

I Each word is represented by a set of contextual features.

I Each feature records some property of the observed contexts.

I Words that are found to have similar features are expected to also have
similar meaning.
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Vector space model

I Vector space models first appeared in IR.

I A general algebraic model for representing data based on a spatial
metaphor.

I Each object is represented as a vector (or point) positioned in a
coordinate system.

I Each coordinate (or dimension) of the space corresponds to some
descriptive and measurable property (feature) of the objects.

I To measure similarity of two objects, we can measure their geometrical
distance / closeness in the model.

I Vector representations are foundational to a wide range of ML methods.
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Vectors and vector spaces
I A vector space is defined by a system of n dimensions or coordinates
where points are represented as real-valued vectors in the space <n.

I The most basic example is 2-dimensional Euclidean plane <2.
v1 = [5, 5], v2 = [1, 8]
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Semantic spaces

I AKA distributional semantic models or word space models.
I A semantic space is a vector space model where

I points represent words,
I dimensions represent context of use,
I and distance in the space represents semantic similarity.

w1
w2

w3

t1

t2

Dimensions: w1, w2, w3
t1 = [2, 1, 2] ∈ <3

t2 = [1, 1, 1] ∈ <3
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Feature vectors

I Each word type ti is represented by a vector of real-valued features.
I Our observed feature vectors must be encoded numerically:

I Each context feature is mapped to a dimension j ∈ [1, n].
I For a given word, the value of a given feature is its number of
co-occurrences for the corresponding context across our corpus.

I Let the set of n features describing the lexical contexts of a word ti be
represented as a feature vector ~xi = 〈xi1, . . . , xin〉.

Example
I Given a grammatical context, if we assume that:
I the ith word is bread and
I the jth feature is OBJ_OF(bake), then
I xij = 4 would mean that we have observed bread to be the object of
the verb bake in our corpus 4 times.
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Euclidean distance
I We can now compute semantic similarity in terms of spatial distance.

I One standard metric for this is the Euclidean distance:

d(~a,~b) =
√∑n

i=1

(
~ai −~bi

)2

I Computes the norm (or length) of the
difference of the vectors.

I The norm of a vector is:

‖~x‖ =
√∑n

i=1 ~x2
i =
√

~x · ~x

I Intuitive interpretation: The
distance between two points
corresponds to the length of the
straight line connecting them.
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Euclidean distance and length bias

I a: automobile
I b: car
I c: road
I d(~a,~b) = 10
I d(~a,~c) = 7

I However, a potential problem with Euclidean distance is that it is very
sensitive to extreme values and the length of the vectors.

I As vectors of words with different frequencies will tend to have different
length, the frequency will also affect the similarity judgment.
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Overcoming length bias by normalization

I One way to reduce frequency effects is to first normalize all our vectors
to have unit length, i.e. ‖~x‖ = 1

I Can be achieved by simply dividing each element by the length: ~x 1
‖~x‖

I Amounts to all vectors pointing to the surface of a unit sphere.
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Cosine similarity
I We can measure (cosine) proximity rather than (Euclidean) distance.

I Computes similarity as a function of the angle between the vectors:

cos(~a,~b) =
∑

i
~ai

~bi√∑
i

~a2
i

√∑
i

~b2
i

= ~a·~b
‖~a‖‖~b‖

I Constant range between 0 and 1.

I Avoids the arbitrary scaling caused
by dimensionality, frequency, etc.

I As the angle between the vectors
shortens, the cosine approaches 1.
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Cosine similarity (cont’d)

I For normalized (unit) vectors, the cosine is simply the dot product:

cos(~a,~b) = ~a ·~b =
∑n

i=1 ~ai
~bi

I Can be computed very efficiently.

I The same relative rank order as the Euclidean distance for unit vectors!
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Practical comments: Co-occurrence matrix

I Conceptually, a vector space is often thought of as a matrix, often
called co-occurrence matrix or word-context matrix.

I Dimensions correspond to columns; each feature vector is a row.
I For m words and n features we have an m× n co-occurrence matrix.

Corpus
I An automobile is a wheeled motor vehicle used for transporting passengers .
I A car is a form of transport, usually with four wheels and the capacity to carry

around five passengers .
I Transport for the London games is limited , with spectators strongly advised to avoid

the use of cars .

advise avoid capacity carry . . . vehicle wheel . . .
automobile 0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1
car 1 1 1 1 . . . 0 1
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Practical comments: Sparsity

I As we move towards more realistic set-ups:
I Semantic spaces will be extremely high-dimensional
I The number of non-zero elements will be very low.
I Few active features per word.

I We say that the vectors are sparse.

I This has implications for how to implement our data structures and
vector operations:

I Don’t want to waste space representing zero-valued features.
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Practical comments: Vector operations

I In theory, you can view formulas like Euclidean norm and cosine as
“pseudo-code” that you can translate directly into Lisp.

I But again; our feature vectors are sparse.

I Taken directly, a formula like the Euclidean norm requires iterating over
every dimension n in our space.

I But we don’t want to waste time iterating over zero elements if we
don’t have to!
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Word–context association

I Problem: Raw co-occurrence frequencies are not very discriminative,
and therefore not always the best indicators of relevance.

I Imagine we have some features recording information about direct
objects and we’ve collected the following counts for the noun wine:

I OBJ_OF(buy) = 14
I OBJ_OF(pour) = 8
I . . . but the feature OBJ_OF(pour) seems more indicative of the semantics
of wine than OBJ_OF(buy).

I Solution: Weight the counts by an association function, “normalizing”
our observed frequencies for chance co-occurrence.

I A range of different tests of statistical are used; e.g. pointwise mutual
information, log odds ratio, the t-test, log likelihood, . . .

I Note: We’ll skip this step in our implementation (assignment 2a).
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Back to Lisp!

We’ll do a quick tour of
some

data
structures
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Arrays
I Integer-indexed container (indices count from zero)

? (defparameter array (make-array 5)) → #(nil nil nil nil nil)
? (setf (aref array 0) 42)→ 42
? array → #(42 nil nil nil nil)

I Can be fixed-sized (default) or dynamically adjustable.
I Can also represent ‘grids’ of multiple dimensions:

? (defparameter array (make-array '(2 5) :initial-element 0))
→ #((0 0 0 0 0) (0 0 0 0 0))

? (incf (aref array 1 2)) → 1

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0
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Arrays: Specializations and generalizations
I Vectors = specialized type of arrays: one-dimensional.
I Strings = specialized type of vectors.
I Vectors and lists are subtypes of an abstract data type sequence.
I Large number of built-in sequence functions, e.g.:

? (length "foo") → 3

? (elt "foo" 0) → #\f

? (count-if #'numberp '(1 a "2" 3 (b))) → 2

? (subseq "foobar" 3 6) → "bar"

? (substitute #\a #\o "hoho") → "haha"

? (remove 'a '(a b b a)) → (b b)

? (some #'listp '(1 a "2" 3 (b))) → t
? (sort '(1 2 1 3 1 0) #'<) → (0 1 1 1 2 3)

I And many others: position, every, count, remove-if, find, merge,
map, reverse, concatenate, reduce, . . .
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Sequence functions and keyword parameters

I Many higher-order sequence functions take functional arguments
through keyword parameters.

I When meaningful, built-in functions allow :test, :key, :start, etc.
I Use function objects of built-in, user-defined, or anonymous functions.

? (member "bar" '("foo" "bar" "baz"))
→ nil

? (member "bar" '("foo" "bar" "baz") :test #'equal)
→ ("bar" "baz")

? (defparameter bar '(("baz" 23) ("bar" 47) ("foo" 11)))

? (sort bar #'< :key #'(lambda (foo) (first (rest foo))))
→ (("foo" 11) ("baz" 23) ("bar" 47))
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Plists (property lists)

I A property list is a list of alternating keys and values:

? (defparameter plist (list :artist "Elvis" :title "Blue Hawaii"))

? (getf plist :artist) → "Elvis"

? (getf plist :year) → nil

? (setf (getf plist :year) 1961) → 1961

? (remf plist :title) → t

? plist → (:artist "Elvis" :year 1961)

I getf and remf always test using eq (not allowing :test argument);

I restricts what we can use as keys (typically symbols / keywords).

I Association lists (alists) are more flexible.
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Alists (association lists)
I An association list is a list of pairs of keys and values:

? (defparameter alist (pairlis '(:artist :title)
'("Elvis" "Blue Hawaii")))

→ ((:artist . "Elvis") (:title . "Blue Hawaii"))

? (assoc :artist alist) → (:artist . "Elvis")

? (setf alist (acons :year 1961 alist))
→ ((:artist . "Elvis") (:title . "Blue Hawaii") (:year . 1961))

I Note: The result of cons’ing something to an atomic value other than
nil is displayed as a dotted pair; (cons 'a 'b) → (a . b)

I With the :test keyword argument we can specify the lookup test
function used by assoc; keys can be any data type.

I With look-up in a plist or alist, in the worst case, every element in the
list has to be searched (linear complexity in list length).
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Hash tables

I While lists are inefficient for indexing large data sets, and arrays
restricted to numeric keys, hash tables efficiently handle a large number
of (almost) arbitrary type keys.

I Any of the four built-in equality tests can be used for key comparison.

? (defparameter table (make-hash-table :test #'equal))
? (gethash "foo" table) → nil
? (setf (gethash "foo" table) 42) → 42

I ‘Trick’ to test, insert and update in one go (specifying 0 as the default):

? (incf (gethash "bar" table 0)) → 1
? (gethash "bar" table) → 1

I Hash table iteration: use maphash or specialized loop directives.
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Structures (‘structs’)
I defstruct creates a new abstract data type with named slots.

I Encapsulates a group of related data (i.e. an ‘object’).

I Each structure type is a new type distinct from all existing Lisp types.

I Defines a new constructor, slot accessors, and a type predicate.

? (defstruct album
(artist "unknown")
(title "unknown"))

? (defparameter foo (make-album :artist "Elvis"))
→ #S(album :artist "Elvis" :title "unknown")

? (listp foo) → nil

? (album-p foo) → t

? (setf (album-title foo) "Blue Hawaii")

? foo → #S(album :artist "Elvis" :title "Blue Hawaii")
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Conclusions

I Word meaning can be represented as a vector characterized by n
dimensions.

I The n dimensions of our feature vectors represent the contextual
features we observe.

I Raw co-occurrence counts are good but not the best way to quantify
relevance.

I Semantic similarity can be computed based on spatial distance and
proximity.

I We need to be careful when deciding on a data structure to represent
the co-occurrence matrix and when we implement vector operations.
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Next week

I Computing neighbor relations in the semantic space

I Representing classes

I Representing class membership

I Classification algorithms: KNN-classification / c-means, etc.
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